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      4 Factors to Consider When Hiring a Custom House Builder
    

    
      Getting your own custom home built is the dream for many aspiring homeowners. If you can fit it in your budget, then you can have the home of your dreams instead of settling for something else on sale.

If you’re looking for a custom house builder in Brandon, Florida, you might be overwhelmed with your options. How do you choose the right people for the job? Unless you’ve had a custom house built before, you might not know how to identify a good building company.

We want to help. Keep reading for a few factors to consider when you’re hiring someone to build your dream home.

1. Check Awards, Reviews, and Testimonials 

People love talking up the companies that helped them get into the home of their dreams. A good custom home builder will have the reviews to back them up.

Looking at online references and reviews is the new “word of mouth.” It only takes a quick Google search to see who shines in the industry.

You can also look at awards that the company has. For example, Sabal Homes of Florida has a long list of awards and achievements that lets you know that people love their work!

2. Check Out Their Gallery

Most custom home builders are going to have an area on their website where you can see the quality of their work. Why wouldn’t they want to show off their custom builds?

A business that doesn’t have a gallery available is a red flag. You can talk to the builders about checking out a portfolio, but an online gallery gives you access to that information before you ever send an email.

If you’re interested in a beautiful outdoor space, you want to know that the builders at Sabal Homes of Florida can create what you’re looking for. It’s your custom home, so we can cater to your custom interests.

3. Ensure the Business Is Local

You don’t want a builder who isn’t familiar with Brandon, FL when you’re building in Brandon, FL.

A good local builder is going to know the area well enough to help you create the home of your dreams that will also suit the local climate and general aesthetic. Simply put, they’re local experts.

In fact, the builders at Sabal Homes know Brandon like the back of their hand. With more than 40 years in the industry, Sabal Homes of Florida can match the Brandon aesthetic while suiting all of your needs.

4. Ask for Experience

Not all custom home builders have a long history under their belt. New builders aren’t necessarily bad builders, but a new custom home is expensive. You want to know that you’re getting your money’s worth, and choosing someone with custom design experience is the way to do that.

A business with longevity is more likely to have experience in your specific home needs.

Need a family home? Check out Sabal Homes of Florida experience with custom homes for families.

Are you looking for something luxurious? Perhaps a one-of-a-kind spa bathroom? Let them show you their experience in customizing a home for luxury.

Need a Custom House Builder in Brandon, Florida? 

Are you excited to get your custom home underway? The first step is choosing the perfect custom house builder for you.

If you’re looking to build a semi-custom home in Brandon, FL, we’re the team for you. Visit our site at Sabal Homes of Florida and contact us so we can make the house of your dreams a reality.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      5 Benefits of Building Homes in Brandon Instead of Renting
    

    
      Over the recent years, studies show that buyers spent an average of 10 weeks searching for a home.

Instead of an exhausting search, why not build a home that meets and exceeds your needs? Have you considered building a home in Brandon? What if you could design your home and be in a great community?

These questions are important to consider when you are starting this process.

Keep reading to learn more about the benefits of building homes in the Brandon area instead of renting.

1. Customization

Have you ever wanted a large master bathroom? Could you use a guest room for when your family and friends visit you during the beautiful Florida winters?

Renting an apartment does not allow you the flexibility to have these options typically and would come at an increased rental cost if they were included.

When you work with Sabal Homes, you can choose from a range of our pre-determined home designs that vary in size and build in one of our communities. This would allow you to decide how you want the blueprint to look and utilize the entire space of the home instead of trying to fit it into a specific plan. We can work together to customize certain aspects of our homes to accommodate your needs.

2. Stability

When renting an apartment or home, the terms of the lease typically range from seven to thirteen months. While some landlords will allow you to renew the same unit or home, in other situations you may have to move every year. This can be taxing to never feel settled into one place or area before packing up again.

When you build a home, there is the stability to know that you could be there forever if you choose.

3. Financial Benefits

While the upfront cost of owning a home can be intimidating, there are financial benefits to building and owning a home. Your mortgage payment will be the same every month for the duration of the mortgage; typically 15 or 30 years. This budget stability will help you plan accordingly with finances.

Plus, the cost of your mortgage will be worth it for owning the home as an asset, rather than not owning anything with renting.

Another financial perk of building a home is the ability to deduct mortgage interest payments from your taxes, as well as some improvements that you make to the home that benefit the environment and surroundings.

4. Building Homes in New Communities

When you are starting the process of building a home, considering the community is very important.

A benefit of building a home with Sabal Homes is that you can choose from two established communities to build in: Fishhawk Ranch and Hidden Reserve. Each community differs in the home styles and amenities offered.

5. Privacy

Have you ever had loud neighbors on the floor above you? Could you hear music in the apartment next to you?

Building a home allows you to have the privacy that renting does not offer. You can customize your yard to be open or with a fence. When you have an entire home that is not connected to anything else, your noise problems can be a thing of the past.

Get Started Today

We have been building homes in the area since 1976 and cannot wait to start working with you.

Call to schedule a consultation with Sabal Homes today, and we can begin the process of building your home.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      5 Simply Stunning Bathroom Ideas for Your Dream Home
    

    
      Did you know adults spend roughly 30 minutes per day in the bathroom? Over time that really adds up! With all that time spent in one room, why not make it the most luxurious and relaxing experience for yourself? Continue reading for simply stunning bathroom ideas…

Are you ready to find your dream home? For some of us, that means finding the perfect bathroom! If you’re looking for inspiration, check out these incredible suggestions for a simply stunning bathroom.

Double Sinks

One of the hardest things to share in a bathroom is the sink! Stop elbowing your partner and instead split the difference. Sabal Homes has so many floorplans that have all of the desirable bathroom essentials, including double sinks.

At Fishhawk Ranch, the Tradewind Series has two beautiful and large sinks with ample cabinet space, separated by a seated vanity area with even more room to get ready for the day.

In addition to double sinks in the master bath, the second bath in the Amelia Series also has dual sinks so you never have to hear the kids fighting to brush their teeth!

Soaking Tub

Nothing says luxury quite like a large soaking tub! Soak your stress away in a gorgeous soaking tub big enough for two. In the Baybreeze Series at Hidden Reserve, a modern tub situated between a double vanity allows for some alone time that will exceed expectations and make your home a true oasis.

Walk-in Shower

Whether you’re going for a quick rinse after a dip in the pool or looking for a totally luxurious shower experience, you definitely need a walk-in shower in your dream home. Bonus points if the walk-in shower has double shower heads!

This trendy and functional bathroom asset is easy to access and no matter the style of your home, provides a gorgeous space to rest and rejuvenate. You’ll find this feature in many of the modern bathrooms by Sabal Homes.

Windows

You might not think of windows as a bathroom amenity, but they definitely are. In addition to natural light being very calming and grounding, opening windows can help prevent the growth of mold and harmful bacteria in your bathroom.

Almost all of the bathrooms from Sabal Homes have ample windows and natural light, so you won’t feel like you’re in a cave! Keep those windows open when you can to encourage the humidity to escape and fresh air to come in.

A Simply Stunning Home

If you’re looking for a luxury homebuilder in Florida, look no further than Sabal Homes. These homes have all the bathroom amenities you’re looking for, plus optimal customization on your new home that will exceed expectations.

Whether you’re looking for a traditional, modern, or Mediterranean inspired home, Sabal has everything you need. With easily accessible doorways, arched doorways, soaking tubs, and dual shower heads, you’ll think you’ve been transported to a spa.

If you’re ready to take the plunge and purchase your own simply stunning home, contact us for a free consultation. We’re always innovating our properties and putting you, our homeowners, first.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      7 Reasons Why 2021 Is the Best Year Ever to Build Your Home in Florida
    

    
      As people’s needs and circumstances change, they look for a new home. But buying a new home is more challenging than ever right now. Super high demand and low supply of quality housing are making new home construction an attractive option.

If you’re in this situation, you might be wondering, “how much does it cost to build a new house?” And if you’re looking for the perfect place to build that new home, you might consider which location is ideal for you and your family. This article will explore 7 reasons why Florida is the perfect place for your new home.

Choosing a Custom Luxury Home Builder

If you’re ready to take the step to build your dream home, it’s important to find a home builder who can make your dreams come true. We have been building high-quality luxury homes since 1976. Our design-build approach can help you address common issues with new home construction and complete a home that will fit your lifestyle for years to come.

We are currently building homes in two distinctive neighborhoods: Fishhawk Ranch and Hidden Reserve. If you’re considering a home in Brandon or Riverview, Florida, you should look at these beautiful and luxurious designs.

7 Reasons Why Florida Is the Place For Your New Home

Florida has a year-round temperate climate that is ideal for families and retired persons alike. Construction costs are cheaper in Florida, too. The average home in America costs $154 per square foot, but only $110 in Florida. Here are seven more reasons why you should consider Florida for your new home.

1. A New Home Is All Yours

When you buy a home someone else has lived in, you are making compromises. You live in the design they chose, the decor they selected, and the convenient location for them. A new home is exactly what you want.

2. Avoid Real Estate Bidding Wars

The housing market is competitive right now. It’s not unusual for a home to go on and off the market in the same day. You can avoid that stress by building the perfect home you’ve always wanted.

3. Energy Efficiency

In the warm climate of Florida, energy efficiency is important. Building a new home means you can take advantage of the latest building materials and techniques to save energy.

4. Lower Cost of Ownership

Building a home to your specifications means you don’t have to remodel an existing home, make repairs, or spend money updating an outdated home. In the long-term, new home construction can save you money.

5. Move-In Ready

Many homes claim to be move-in ready, but that’s only if you don’t want to change the color of the paint or the types of flooring. With new construction, your home is truly ready to move in.

6. The Perfect Floorplan

Open rooms, high ceilings, jack-and-jill bathrooms – when you’re designing the house, you can have the floorplan you want. Don’t settle for someone else’s dream home.

7. A Solar Paradise

If you are interested in exploring solar power for your home, Florida is the place to be. With an average of 237 days of sunshine per year, Florida is the ideal location for solar power.

Your New Home is Waiting

There are so many considerations when choosing to build a new house and deciding where to live. But these 7 reasons why Florida is the perfect place for your home are compelling! It’s important to work with an experienced home builder who understands the Florida market and can design the perfect house for you and your family.

To learn more and for a free consultation, contact us today. We will discuss your dream home and share more reasons why Sabal Homes and Florida are the right choices.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      4 Reasons to Build a Home in Riverview, Florida
    

    
      It seems that the time has come for you to make a move to another location. Whether it’s because you’ve got a new job, a growing family, or simply want a change of pace, you’ll be packing your bags and taking off to new lands.

There’s only one problem: you have no idea where you’re going.

It’s not your fault, of course. With so many places to choose from, it’s become a challenge in and of itself just to pick a good spot to settle down. If you’re still in the process of picking the best place to call your next home, why not consider moving into Riverview, Florida?

Riverview has a ton of incredible things that you and your family can enjoy. Read on to see why this incredible place is worth your while!

4 Reasons to Build a Home in Riverview:

	
A Diverse Region




It’s 2020, and most of us find value in a diverse neighborhood with multiple ethnic backgrounds being represented. Riverview is sure not to disappoint with its portfolio. Proudly touting a healthy combination of Caucasian, Hispanic, and Black residents and confirming you’ll be going to a community that would embrace your arrival.   In fact, there is actually a new school in Riverview called Sumner High School.

	
A Strong Presence of Nature




This coastal town has become one of the best places to live in Florida thanks in large part to its natural scenery. Riverview offers plenty of natural landmarks, including the Alfalfa Scrub Nature Reserve, an 80-acre park full of hiking trails, the Alfalfa River (also known as the “River of Fire”), and much more.

Another example is The Preserve community at FishHawk Ranch which Sabal Homes builds in. This community is completely surrounded by lush and environmentally-protected land. Consider moving to this community to fully embrace the great outdoors.

	
 Delicious Food Everywhere




If it’s one thing you don’t want to miss out on with Riverview, it’s the food. The wholesome quality of the breakfasts, lunches, and dinners here are a testimony to our eateries. We have a host of incredible restaurants, including Ciccio Cali Brandon, Acropolis Greek Taverna, East Coast Pizza, and so much more!

For instance, there is The Scrambled Egg you and your family can even walk to if you live in The Preserve at FishHawk Ranch. What a perfect way to start your day!

	
 Comfortable Cost of Living




Despite its setting and how much it has to offer, Riverview is just as affordable. In many cases, even more so – as practically every other region in Florida. In fact, the cost of living is almost identical to Florida’s average, making this an affordable move that you don’t want to miss out on.

The Sabal Homes homes available for the communities range from the mid $600’s for the FishHawk Ranch community and low $500’s in the Hidden Reserve community. Plus, the experts at Sabal Homes can work with you to customize the home to your specific needs by adding an additional bedroom, in-law suite or playroom upstairs. A semi-custom home at a non-custom price!

Start Looking Into Riverview, Florida Homes Today

Now that you know what’s in store for you in Riverview, Florida, you’re going to want to figure out how to get your hands on one of the incredible Riverview, Florida homes today so you can secure the move. Don’t worry; we’ve got your back.

At Sabal Homes, we offer the best homes that Riverview has to offer. We have a wide range of styles designed to fit anyone’s pallet. All of the homes we offer are placed around iconic Riverview landmarks that you can enjoy. All of this comes packaged in a deal that both you and your wallet will approve of.

Ready to start? Browse through our site to find out more about what we have to offer, and give us a call whenever you’re ready to build a home in Riverview. Let’s get you settled into your new home.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      Semi-Customized Home at a Non-Customized Price
    

    
      Customized homes in Florida are surging up in demand, but they are often the most confused and misjudged piece of the housing puzzle. Most of the time, while on the house hunt, buyers end up purchasing a spec home.  Spec homes are designed and built by home builders to be move-in ready to meet customer demands. While specs homes are great, the real treasure is customizing your own home.

It doesn’t rule out the fact that some of the spec homes are beautifully built, but if you are eyeing a more customized home, spec homes are just not for you.

So, what’s left?

Maybe calling an architect who can design the house of your dreams and taking it to a builder to get things going? Probably not. The number of resources and time you’d spend on this approach isn’t worth it.

The best way is to partner up with an experienced homebuilder such as Sabal Homes of Florida. This will ensure your semi-customized home completes within the stipulated time and budget. This approach has several advantages. Continue reading to learn about these advantages.

Advantages of Building a Semi-Customized Home with Sabal Homes of Florida:

1. Adds Value & Saves Time

You can either tackle the project by yourself, from the lot booking to the architect, and finally to the builder or you can work with an experienced construction experts at Sabal Homes of Florida.  If you go about it all by yourself, it will be tedious with heavy on the pocket expenses. If you engage directly with Sabal Homes of Florida, it will save you time and add value to your newly built customized home.

2. Architects are Expensive

They are, no doubt, good at their work and have a compelling way to design your home. However, it is also true that architects’ services are a tad bit expensive, and saving money is your first and foremost priority while building a home. Working with homebuilders like Sabal Homes of Florida is easy and cheaper than their architect counterparts.

3. Getting What’s Desired

When the customer is integrally involved in the design process with a home builder, they are bound to get exactly what they have requested. Additionally, the quality standards can be well-kept and maintained at all times during the entire build process ensuring a quality product. With decades of experience, Sabal Homes of Florida has seen it all when it comes to home building. They have creative solutions to address even the most complex of issues.

4. Home Resale for Customized Homes

After investing so much effort and time into your semi-custom home and ensuring all the quality standards are met, it is needless to say that your home value will increase and never slope down. As a customer, what more could you ask for?

If you are looking for semi customized homes in Florida, Sabal Homes of Florida is the right decision. Customers can take one of our existing plans and work with our expert staff to create a home specific to their personal needs

We also provide personal attention for your customized home for over 40 years and is something that we are really proud of.  With a strong current real estate market, Sabal Homes of Florida is working aggressively to keep the overall home costs down so that every customer gets their share of the benefit and value for the money – a custom home at a non-custom home price!

Want more? Check out our gallery of stunning custom homes to see what we have in store. We have homes in FishHawk and Hidden Reserve available.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      5 Benefits of a Bathroom With a Separate Shower and Tub
    

    
      One of the exciting bathroom trends in 2020 is having a separate shower and tub. A freestanding soaking tub that is. After all, who doesn’t enjoy a good, long soak in a deep bathtub? When you do this, you quickly realize why there’s a difference between a bath and a shower. With one, you take your time. The other gets you clean quickly and efficiently.

Read what we see as the benefits of having a separate shower and tub in your home. We’re sure you could come up with some other items to add to our list.

1. Bathtub and Shower Combos Aren’t the Best for Either

With the bathtub as part of a tub and shower combo, you have to lie down in the tub even to get your shoulders wet. And that’s if you’re not very tall. You’re just getting comfortable when the overflow drain starts sucking out water.

Whoever decided a bathtub makes a good shower, anyway? There’s little room to move your legs, and you’re always at risk of slipping and falling.

2. You’ve Always Wanted a Big Tub

The clawfoot tub from the 17th and 18th Centuries has made a comeback with large, deep modern bathtubs. With no indoor plumbing until quite recently, bathing was a lengthy and luxurious event for those able to afford it.

Someone (often a servant) would bring water from outdoors, heat it on a stove, and fill the tub. With today’s indoor plumbing, it’s much easier to luxuriate in a tub.

3. Yes, You Can Customize Your Bathroom

Homebuilders at Sabal Homes, other home contractors, and bathroom designers are all happy to help you plan a new bathroom—whether your dream master bathroom or a retreat for guests.

Share your ideas with us at Sabal Homes, and we’ll help you achieve a bathroom you’ll love for years to come. Soaking tub? Separate shower? We’ll work with it. Come check out our work at our Westwind 2-story series.

4. You Need This Bathroom for Practical Reasons

Getting everyone ready for work and school in the morning can be quite a scramble. Why not let the kids have fun getting clean in the bathtub while you and your partner enjoy showers. Everyone will be clean and ready to start their day.

This arrangement can also ease the chaos of hosting families with kids. They all can get ready in their space while you and your family get set in yours.

5. Taking a Shower After a Bath Is the Ultimate Clean

Not everyone hops into the shower to rinse off after a bath. And there’s some controversy as to whether this is a necessary ritual. Still, when you think of the germs and other detritus that linger in the tub, you might be compelled to go straight to the shower.

Your Separate Shower and Tub Are Ready

Your dream master bathroom awaits you, and you can’t wait to get into that freestanding soaking tub you wanted. It’s great to have a separate shower and tub in your bathroom. Or, should we say “your relaxation room”?

Sure, there is a difference between a bath and a shower. But when it comes down to it, each has its place.

If you would like us to create this type of bathroom in the new home that we’ll build for you, let us know. It would be our pleasure.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      When Is the Best Time to Build a New Sabal Home in Brandon, FL?
    

    
      As our population continues to grow, the need for comfortable, safe housing continues to grow as well. Over the last decade, alone construction began on an astonishing 6.8 million single-family homes in the U.S.

While many people will be happy with the floor plans offered in homes built by developers such as the luxury homes in FishHawk Ranch, others will prefer a more custom touch. Imagine having your home exactly the way you want it!

Before you break ground, however, it’s good to know the best time of year to start building your custom home with Sabal Homes. Continue reading to find out…

Weather Factors

Here in Brandon, Florida, we get to enjoy sunny skies and mild weather most of the year. That’s one of the lovely things about living here. In other parts of the country, builders will have to contend with ice and snow, which makes construction difficult or impossible for several months out of the year.

Sunny Skies with Slight Risk

Since we don’t have a snow problem here in Florida, we have mostly warm weather and sunny skies. This makes building custom homes during most of the year possible and convenient.

There is only a five-month window where the construction crew might be more at risk. This five-month window from June to October is hurricane season and since 1930, 73 hurricanes have passed through Brandon. Good thing Brandon is near the west coast of Florida because hurricanes are less of a risk with the west rather than the east.

Most of the recent hurricanes aren’t too large and a properly built home, by a reputable builder like Sabal Homes, typically won’t sustain much damage. However, you don’t want to be in the middle of construction when one comes through!

Not only will a quality home builder such as Sabal Homes ensure all construction crew members will be safe during these high-risk months, but they will also not let your construction progress be damaged by the weather. Simply keep the hurricane season in mind when determining when to best break ground.

Consult with the experts at Sabal Homes to finalize a timeline and course of action for your new home.

High Temperatures and Humidity

It’s also important to note that you should avoid very hot temperatures and high humidity for construction. High temperatures can put your work crew from Sabal Homes at risk. High humidity can delay construction by causing materials like concrete or paint to take longer to dry. Additionally, mold can be an issue or the moisture and heat can warp wooden material.

Lots of rain can also saturate the ground, making it more difficult to pour the foundation. The rainiest months tend to be June – September.

Thankfully, the hot and humid months coincide with the hurricane season in Florida. Beginning construction on your dream home in fall or early winter will usually give you enough time to finish before the weather heats up again.

Budget Factors

In short, the summer months may not be the best time to build in Florida, yet it still tends to be the most popular season overall. This is a positive because it’s the off-season for building, which means the lumber prices are lower. The price of other materials, as well as the cost of labor, also tends to be lower.

Building Your Sabal Home

Chomping at the bit to start building your semi-custom Sabal home? As we enter the fall season, right now is the perfect time to start construction! Whether you would love to customize a home currently being built in the Hidden Reserve or build one on your own lot, Sabal Homes can help.

Contact us today to get started on the home of your dreams!

    

  

  
      

    
    
      Considering Home Customization? Here’s Why a Semi-Custom Home Might Be Right for You
    

    
      Are you considering home customization for your beautiful, Florida home? Some homeowners mistakenly believe that any customization may negatively affect the resale value of the home.

Interestingly, the opposite may be true. Not only can customization make your home appear more luxurious to potential buyers, but it will make your own experience living there infinitely more enjoyable.

Here are some key reasons a semi-custom home could be the perfect choice for you.

Pros of Home Customization

Home customization can vary completely depending on your desires, budget, and interests. The positives of customizing your home to any degree are many.

Pro #1: Control Over Details

Until this point in life, you may have had very little choice in the details of your home. Sure, you may have been able to choose from one or two different options for things like hardware, light fixtures, or flooring.

However, the opportunity to choose anything you’d like allows you the chance to make your home entirely your own.

A custom home is a work of art, it tells a story about you as the owner to everyone who enters. Customizing allows you to enjoy true self-expression in one of your most valuable assets–your home

Pro #2: Get the Latest Appliances and Tech

Building a home or completing renovations with a run-of-the-mill contractor can leave you with appliances or tech that’s less than the latest model as builders sometimes opt for more cost-effective appliances to save money.

However, when you customize your home, you, as the future owner, make the choice. Want surround-sound in your room? It’s there. Want a microwave in the pool-house? You got it.

Customizing can give your home a serious upper-hand when it comes to the resale value if you opt for the latest in smart-appliance, automation, or another tech.

Pro #3: Choose Where you Want Things

Are you planning for a family? Building a new home with customizations, you make the choices that are important to your personality and family.

Choose to put the nursery right next to your bedroom – no more stumbling down the hall in the middle of the night to calm a crying baby.  Want to avoid having a bathroom anywhere near the kitchen? You can choose where the bathroom works best.

Need a little extra storage space inside the laundry room? You got it. Home customization gives you all the perks you’ve wanted in your home, right where you want them.

Pro #4: Create Your Ideal Outdoor Space

Home customization doesn’t have to apply only to your home’s interior. You can design an in-ground bbq pit, create a functional outdoor kitchen for pool-side meals, or have a lounge area complete with TV and a sound system.

Customize Your Home Today

Whether you’re opting for semi-customizing your existing home, or for a total new home build customization, hiring experienced professionals is key to getting the finished product you’ve dreamt of. Our team of expert builders and designers is here to answer all your questions.

Browse our gallery of stunning custom homes and see why Sabal Homes is the ideal builder to help you create the home of your dreams.

    

  

  
      

    
    
      7 Surprising Facts About Suburb Living
    

    
      America’s suburban population has been growing since the 1990s. Around 175 million people in the United States live in the suburbs. From cheaper grocery trips to quieter nights, there are many upsides to suburb living. If you’re interested in the benefits of suburb living, keep reading.

Here are 7 surprising facts that you need to know about suburban living.

1. Cheaper Cost of Living

The biggest benefit of suburban living is the price. Not only is rent nearly $600 less on average, but everything else you need to buy is less expensive as well.

Gas prices tend to be cheaper in suburban areas in addition to enjoying cheaper groceries with suburban living.

2. Suburb Living is Quieter

While the bustling pace of the city seems exciting, it’s also the cause of noise pollution. The traffic, construction work, and high concentration of people can make living downtown a headache.

In the suburbs, you’ll rarely have construction projects near your home. Fewer people are walking around to make a racket at all hours of the day.

In most suburban neighborhoods, you won’t hear heavy traffic noises. The biggest difference is that you won’t hear emergency vehicle sirens all day and night as you normally do in the city.

In fact, Sabal Homes’ two communities are quiet, in the suburbs, and are ideal for families. FishHawk Ranch is an established and thriving master-planned community in Lithia, Florida. The community is close enough to the city for a commute or night out, but far enough away to enjoy some peace and quiet.

Hidden Reserve, on the other hand, is also a quiet Sabal Homes community. It is more intimate than FishHawk Ranch with only 22 exclusive homesites and is in the heart of south Brandon.

3. The Stars at Night are Big and Bright

While the colorful lights of the city are mesmerizing, nothing beats the wonders of nature. All the light pollution in the city can make it difficult to enjoy the simple things.

In the suburbs, you’ll be able to walk out of your home at night and gaze up at all the constellations of stars. You’ll have the opportunity to see meteor showers easily, something city-dwellers have to drive far away to enjoy.

One of our strengths here at Sabal Homes is outdoor living. Let us work with you and your family to create an outdoor entertainment area for you to see these big bright stars.

4. Personalized Decorating

Living in the city pretty much guarantees that you’ll live in an apartment. That means no paint, no holes in the wall, and sticking with the flooring you’re given.

With suburb real estate, you can personalize your home’s colors and floors and hang anything you want on your walls. Some companies even allow you to have input on your home’s design.

5. So Much Storage Space

City apartments are designed to fit as many people into one space as possible. This means you’ll hardly have enough room for your necessities, let alone the items you normally keep in storage.

In suburban homes, you’ll have an attic or at least a crawl-space to store seasonal and other personal items. No longer will you have to squeeze your holiday decorations into your closet until the next year.

6. No Compromising Convenience

City living may seem convenient until you have to pay money to park your car. Don’t get us started on the several trips up flights of stairs after a big grocery trip.

Living in a suburban home won’t limit you on how many cars you have or how many groceries you can buy, not to mention, the lines at the DMV and polling places will be a lot shorter.

7. Your Land

Another great part about suburban living is having your own land – be it a quaint backyard or an acre to yourself, it’s much more than you’ll ever get in the city.

This means it’s much easier to have pets of every size and it also allows you to enjoy things like pools, hot tubs, and grills whenever you want.

Superb Suburbs

Now you know all the benefits of suburban living, it’s time to move there!

Sabal Homes of Florida will be happy to get you moved into a beautiful suburban neighborhood. Give us a call for more information on our luxury home options.
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      To speak with a luxury homebuilder, or to schedule a consultation, please submit our contact request form at living@sabalhomesfl.com
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                            Contact Us

                            Let's start the process.

                        

                        	Name*
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    First
                                                
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    Last
                                                
                            
                        

	Email*
                            
                        

	Phone

	Questions or Comments

	Is realtor?	
								
								Stay up to date!
							
	
								
								I am a Realtor
							



	Consent* I agree to the privacy policy.
BROKER PARTICIPATION POLICY



CO-BROKERAGE AGREEMENT

Sabal Homes of Florida, Inc. (Sabal) welcomes participating Brokers/Agents and will pay a real estate commission of the Total Purchase Price noted in Paragraph 2 of the Agreement for Sale and Purchase less any MLS listing fees for a new home purchased by a participating Broker/Agent’s “Registered Client” subject to the following conditions being met:



1. Time of Payment: The commission shall be paid at the closing or in the case of a pre-sold home purchased using Construction/Permanent Financing by the Purchaser, at the time of slab pouring. No commission shall be due unless closing actually occurs.



2. Registration: In order for a Broker/Agent to be entitled to a commission, the Broker/Agent’s client must be “registered” with Sabal as a “Registered Client”. Registration as a “Registered Client” is a two-step process. It requires:



(i) this Participation Policy Form signed by the Broker/Agent and



(ii) completion of the Sabal Homes Visitor Survey by the client and/or the Broker/Agent on behalf of the client. If either of these two steps is not fully completed and if this Broker Participation Policy Form is not delivered to a Sabal New Home Representative, the client will not be considered a “Registered Client”. These forms must be completed by personally visiting the Sabal Model Center. Sales assistants, secretaries, or other Sabal personnel are not authorized to accept these forms.



3. Registration Expiration: A “registration” shall automatically expire 30 days from the date this Broker Participation Policy is signed by the Broker/Agent (as indicated below). Upon expiration, the client named below will no longer be considered a “Registered Client” unless the Broker/Agent “re-registers” that client by again completing the process described above.



4. Site Visitation: In order for a Florida licensed Broker/Agent to be entitled to a commission, the Broker/Agent must visit Sabal Model Center with the Registered Client at least once during the sales process, prior to the Homesite Reservation and/or deposit being received and prior to contract signing. During that visit the Broker/Agent must meet personally with a Sabal New Home Representative. If the Florida licensed participating Broker/Agent fails to do so, the client has not been properly registered and no commission will be paid with respect to the Client.



5. Competing Registrations: Sabal will not have any obligation to prevent different Broker/Agents from registering the same client. If more than one Broker/Agent registers the same client at different times, none of them shall be entitled to receive a commission or any other fee from Sabal unless and until Sabal is furnished one of the following items



(a) a written agreement between the two registering Broker/ Agents as to who is entitled to the commission;





(b) a written ruling from the Florida Real Estate Commission as to who is entitled to the commission; or 



(c) the final judgment from a court having competent jurisdiction over the registering Broker/Agents as to who is entitled to the commission. Until Sabal receives one of the foregoing items, Sabal shall be entitled to retain the commission in its own account or in the account of the title company handling the closing. Neither of the Broker/Agents shall be entitled to any interest on the commission until 60 days after Sabal has been furnished one of the foregoing items.



The undersigned Broker/Agents acknowledges receipt of this policy and agrees to abide by its terms.

	Broker's Name* 

	Agent Name(If different from above)

                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    First
                                                
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    Last
                                                
                            
                        

	Office Address*    
                    
                         
                                        
                                        Street Address
                                    
                                        
                                        Address Line 2
                                    
                                    
                                    City
                                 
                                        
                                        State
                                      
                                    
                                    ZIP / Postal Code
                                
                    

                

	Registered Client* 

	Registered Client Email Address*
                            
                        

	Phone
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.




          
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

                        

                        

		                
		                
  












































